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Life skills – social skills (resilience, self-regulation, independence, sharing, empathy)
Physical skills (e.g. dressing independently, toileting and hygiene, meal times)
Literacy (incl. Vocabulary) – from modern and classic stories
Numeracy – including shapes and colours and number
Cultural Capital – i.e. experience of the physical world
Physical development and healthy/safe living -  including healthy eating.
Risk taking – learning to take risks in a safe environment
Creativity – role play and imaginative play.

It is the intent of our curriculum to teach the children in our care knowledge and skills ready for
their progression to school. We identify what is typical from the EYFS and Development Matters.
We recognise that every child is unique, so we know their learning paths will also be unique. We
understand the learning goals, development statements and sequence progression from the earliest
age.

Our curriculum focuses on what we want the children to know and aims to be ambitious. We aim to
expand children’s knowledge and horizons so that their imaginations can be engaged in child’ led
play. Our Pedagogy or approach to teaching is to use the ‘Planning in the Moment’ methodology
which guides us to to let the children choose what inspires them. Then our skilled team use these
interests to extend their knowledge and support them in their pursuits. Record keeping is minimized
to ensure our paperwork does not detract from the job at hand, which is the child and their
teaching!

We do have some adult led activities, as this helps to widen the children’s horizons by pro-actively
looking for and showing examples of awe and wonder in the world.

Our Early Years Practitioners receive a pack of information and training to help them understand
our methodologies and the principles behind our approaches.

They understand the development stages and learning styles of our children and interact in many
ways to making learning fun. They build on a child’s interests and understand the importance of
positive relationships to the learning process. 

We ensure our environments and resources are superb and enable engaging child-led activities
.

We aim to embed a sense of confidence and curiosity. Our children are taught respect for each
other, how to build relationships and good manners. We help to build resilience and self-regulation
to help our children prepare for their futures. We ensure the well-being of our children and ensure
they are happy and engaged whilst in our care.

We include enough structure and routine to create a calm environment but allow enough time to
play and learn.

We involve parents in our curriculum and support them in their home learning. We help parents
understand the importance of certain activities and guide and encourage them.

Our curriculum includes consideration of:

Our Curriculum 'INTENT'



Our Curriculum 'IMPLEMENTATION'

Playdough,  Story scribing and acting
Cooking, Reading, Water, Role play
Creative/Mark making, Snack area
Literacy, Book area, Dry sand, ICT

Small world/Construction/Carpet area

indoors
 enabling environments

outdoors
 enabling environments

adult led toolkits

awe and wonder home learning

We implement our Curriculum intent by using Planning in the Moment as our planning
methodology or pedagogy. 

We encourage children to lead the activities and have enabling environments both indoors and
outdoors to facilitate this. We strive for the high levels of engagement in activities. 
We use a key person system to ensure all children have a close positive attachment to an adult,
so that they feel fully supported and happy in our care. 

Outdoor loose parts,  Sand, Water,
Space to run, Jump and climb,

Woodwork,  Mud and mixtures,
Investigation of the natural world,

Music and dancing, Reading area, Role play,
Creative/Mark making/Writing

To widen a child's experience and knowledge of the world, we use adult led activities (mostly
prior to transition times) to minimise interruptions to play. These are targeted at specific areas as

shown below
 

Literacy - we have book lists and nursery rhyme lists that the setting uses to ensure progression
Numeracy - we use resources and toolkits to help bring mathematics to everything that we do 

Creativity - we take time to enable the child's imagination to develop
Risk-taking - we encourage safe risk-taking by supervising the use of real tools 

Physical development - we encourage all aspects of healthy development including oral health
and mental well-being

 

Not all children are able to have the same life
experiences. We try to bring awe and wonder to
the child's nursery daily experiences by ensuring
our teachers share items and knowledge that are
awesome. We want the children to be curious
about the world and so aim to excite them about
things around them  

We support children's home learning by sharing
resources such as books for families to read at
home.  We also share skills and practice to support
a child's development at home, such as Makaton,
healthy eating, potty training, mental well-being and
emotion coaching and how to support  with
challenging behaviour. 

teacher packs
Every teacher who works in our team receives a pack of

information on teaching and safeguarding. They are trained and
supported in their job role to ensure they are able to deliver our

teaching effectively to all the children in our care. We build strong
foundations and our practitioners understand why they do what

they do. 
 



Our Curriculum 'IMPACT'

The impact of our teaching is measured in terms of the children's achievements using tools
such as the 2 year check and the 'transition to schools' documents created based on
Development Matters. We use our professional judgement about which level of
development best describes the child. However, we also judge the impact of our curriculum
on many other factors such as the child's apparent well-being and engagement whilst in our
setting. Only a safe happy child can learn.  

We track all our children's individual progress based on 6 monthly team reviews scheduled
from their birthdate and share our findings with the parents through our Key Person
Meeting process. We track progress and staff are able to describe the progression made by
individual children. 
We also track 'groups' of children within our settings looking for patterns in weakness of
our teaching. This also ensures we are assessing our levels of success. 

We measure the impact not just on the attainment of the children, but also by the views of
others. We ask parents during Key worker discussions about the quality of service we
provide. 

We continually strive to ensure every aspect of safeguarding is a priority and we fully engage
in our child protection responsibilities. For some children, ensuring they are safe and have
positive adult relationships is the most important factor in their development.
 

We judge that we have been successful if we have prepared our children for the next stage
of their life and have developed real life skills such as 

How we implement our intent, 
has an impact on a child's life!


